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President’s Address
PRA Members,
Less than six years ago a dear friend I’ve known since the early 1960s,
following Sunday night church services, handed me a clipping from the
Searcy Daily Citizen about the White County Creative Writer’s annual writing
contests. The deadline for entering was the following day. I went home, dug
out some old poems, found two that would fit contest requirements, added one
fresh one and mailed them the next day. A few weeks later I went to my mailbox and found two
ten dollar checks for two third place finishes. I was elated. In one fell stroke I had tripled my
lifetime earnings from writing.
That provided me with enough courage to start attending WCCW meetings. Shortly thereafter,
someone suggested we have a second meeting as a branch of PRA for those writers whose
interest leaned more toward poetry. The name Gin Creek Poets was selected. (So named after a
local waterway that in Texas would be called a river.) At that time, I knew no one in PRA outside
our little group, but that would soon change. The thought that I would someday be in this
position never occurred to me, but here I am, for better or worse. I hope your confidence in
putting me in this position is not misplaced.
The only PRA presidents that I have known spelled their last name Patton and the only way I can
hope to even come close to matching their expertise is with lots and lots of help from PRA
officers and members. I recently read a quote attributed to Eleanor Roosevelt that resonated with
me: “Do the thing you think you cannot do.” Perhaps we can adapt it to our group as: Write the
poem you think you cannot write.
John McPherson
President, PRA

Dr. Lily Peter Spring Celebration
Watch featured speaker, Suzanne Rhodes, share her wisdom on imagery and learn about Dr. Lily
Peter from Laura Trigg. Links for videos for this virtual celebration and the list of 2021 Dr. Lily
Peter Spring Celebration Contest Winners can be found on the PRA website.

2021-2023 PRA OFFICERS

who for the last five years has sponsored the
Jeanie Dolan Carter Memorial Collegiate
Contest, died February 23, 2021. He often
attended Spring Celebration meeting the
winners of the contest he sponsored in
memory of his wife. His obituary is listed
here. https://www.caruthhale.com/obituaries/Roger-Frank-Carter?obId=20101851

President: John McPherson; Vice-President:
Laura Bridges; Secretary: Frieda Patton;
Treasurer: Dennis Patton; Historian: Renee
Ramsey; Parliamentarian: Suzanne Rhodes;
Counselor: Laura Trigg; Member at large:
Marie Allison; Member at large: Marilyn
Joyner; Member at large: Fay Guinn.
There is still one Member at large position
available. Email John McPherson at
mcpherson8391@gmail.com if you are
interested.

Important Dates to Remember
August—PRA yearbooks
August 15—PRA’s 2021 Poetry Day contest
entries due

Presidents, remember that if you have
changes in officers, Cathy Moran and
John McPherson need to be notified of
those changes by July 1.

NFSPS Virtual Convention
June 10-13, 2021

DUES

Information about the upcoming NFSPS Annual
Convention is on the front page of the
April Strophes newsletter. The event will be
conducted on Zoom.

Some individuals have already renewed
membership. However, if you haven't,
membership fees are due by July 1.
Membership dues are $20 per year for
regular members, or $15 per year for
students (under 18) and seniors (65 and
over). New first-time members joining
between Jan. 1 and June 30 will pay ½ price
membership dues for those few months, then
full price for the new year. Checks should be
made out to PRA and sent to:
Cathy Moran
401 Auburn Drive
Little Rock, AR 72205
Please include your name, address, phone
number, and email address (if you have
one).

2021 NFSPS Convention Registration
DEADLINE is June 1, 2021 (received)
http://www.nfsps.com/2021ConventionRegistra
tion.pdf
http://www.nfsps.com/Strophes2021-Apr.pdf

https://nfsps.us/
Good luck to you if you entered any of the
NFSPS contests!

Congratulations!
Monthly Contest Winners
February
Judge: Kate Lacy; 21 entries
Subject: Colors of the sky at rising or setting of the
sun or moon; Form: triolet

Welcome New Member

First Place: “Arrogant Sun” – Cona Faye
Adams
Second Place: “Twilight Time” – Marilyn
Joyner
Third Place: “Winter Sun” – Donna Nelson
Honorable Mention: “Reading by Dawn’s
Early Light” – John McPherson

Sandra Soli of Edmond, Oklahoma

Transition
Roger Carter, from Hot Springs, Arkansas,
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March

* Gail Denham won a first place in the
Mississippi yearly contest, and she’s had
several poems published in Quill &
Parchment.
*Jennifer Harrison, Sigma Tau Delta
President, wanted to share her good news
that in May she is getting married and
graduating college with two Bachelor
degrees: one in English and the other in
French!
*Cathy Moran won a first place and an
honorable mention in the Missouri Winter
contest.
*In the current issue of Calliope: A Writer’s
Workshop by Mail, general editor, Cynthia
Sabelhaus writes about Pat Laster’s
retirement: “Pat Laster, our esteemed
Poetry Editor, has decided to retire—from
the editor position, not from Calliope. She’ll
continue to be a contributor as well as an
editor emerita. “I first ‘met’ Pat about 20
years ago through the poems she shared
in Calliope. When we began running annual
fiction and poetry contests, Pat won most of
them! We invited her to join our editorial
team, and for several years she served as a
contributing editor, writing articles and
essays about poetry or other writing-related
topics. “When we needed a poetry editor, we
begged Pat to take that position, and she
graciously accepted. Over the past eight
years, Pat has put together 32 poetry
collections, ranging from 8 to 14 poems for
each issue. She’s dealt with hundreds of
poets, and there have been countless
compliments along the way. She took our
poetry to the next level, seldom publishing
odes to bodily fluids (yes, we had some of
those in the early days before Pat—ugh!)
and always brought us work that challenged
our expectations and often cast a new light
on life and art. “We’ll miss Pat, and at the
same time, we’re looking forward to her
new role as a contributor.”

Judge: Cathy Moran; 22 entries
Subject: any; Form: free verse

First Place: “Reverie At Slack Time” – Dr.
Emory D. Jones
Second Place: “The Vamp” – Barbara
Blanks
Third Place: “Dance of Time” – Marilyn
Joyner
First Honorable Mention: “Brave” – Sara
Gipson
Second Honorable Mention: “Passing On” –
John McPherson
Third Honorable Mention: “Release Me” –
Terrie Jacks

Monthly Contest Sponsorship
Information about monthly contests can be
found on page 7 of the Yearbook or on the
website
at https://poetsroundtableofarkansas.org/con
tests/monthlycontests2016/ The schedule for
monthly contests runs from September 2021
- August 2022 and the sponsorship schedule
has to be finalized by July 1. The fee for
sponsorship of a contest is $30. You get to
name the subject, form, and line limit. If
you are interested in sponsoring a contest,
please contact Dennis Patton, Treasurer,
at patton_dr@hotmail.com. Dennis will
coordinate selection of the month with you.
Checks should be made to PRA and mailed
to:
Dennis Patton, Treasurer
2512 Springhill Circle
Alexander, AR 72002

Congratulations and Newsworthy
*Laura Trigg was published in the
February 2021 issue of Delta Poetry
Review. You can read her poems here:
https://deltapoetryreview.com/2021feblaura_trigg.html
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Featured Poets

toward quiet poetry, not the flashier stuff.”
In her work, she is reflective as she sets a
scene or creates an image. It is those images
that inspire her poetry. She looks for a
specific image and then tries to find ways to
describe it that are different while at the
same time linking that image with a specific
feeling. She describes her writing process as
“a little chaotic.” She starts with a word she
likes taken from the lists of words she hears
or that come to her. When she begins
drafting, she tries to string some of them
together. Because she is in class now, she is
writing a poem every week and workshops it
with her classmates. She keeps a notebook
for class notes and for her lines and words
lists. She uses Google documents because
“you can move lines around in it.” Flannery
offers this advice to young poets: “Write. Sit
down and write it. Some of it won’t be any
good, but it could turn into something good.
Maybe there is a line that can be salvaged.”
I asked her how she will keep poetry in her
life going forward. She said that writing
poetry is something she’ll want to do,
recreationally, if not professionally, and she
plans to look into joining poetry
organizations. Let’s hope the PRA is lucky
enough to be one of them. You can watch a
video of Flannery reading her winning
poem, “remains” on the PRA website.
https://poetsroundtableofarkansas.files.word
press.com/2021/04/jdc-memorial-1st-placeflannery-hirrel-2.mp4

This issue I am featuring the Jeanie Dolan
Carter Memorial Collegiate Contest First
Place Winner, Hendrix student, Flannery
Hirrel, and her Murphy Visiting Fellow
Instructor, Erin Hoover, Ph.D. If you would
like to be featured or if you would like to nominate a
PRA member to be featured, email me at
jkmoultons@yahoo.com

Meet Flannery Hirrel
Flannery is a
junior creative
writing student
at Hendrix
College in
Conway,
Arkansas. She
started writing limericks about cats in
elementary school and began discovering
different styles of poetry in late middle and
high school. In fact, she won third place
when she was a high school freshman and
first place when she was a high school
senior in the Sybil Nash Abrams Memorial
Student Contest. She is proud of those
accomplishments, but winning first prize in
the Jeanie Dolan Carter Memorial Collegiate
Contest is her proudest poetry
accomplishment. Flannery credits her
mother as an early poetry encourager since
her mother enjoyed poetry and had it around
the house. When for a class assignment she
was required to memorize a poem, she chose
Robert Frost’s “Acquainted with the Night.”
Besides Frost, she also likes William Carlos
Williams. Flannery mostly writes in free
verse, although she has lately studied more
formal poetry because of Murphy Visiting
Fellow in English/Creative Writing, Erin
Hoover. Flannery says that from Hoover she
has learned to use enjambment and line
breaks in a way that propels her poetry and
which has allowed her to develop her free
verse more. When asked to describe herself
as a poet, she says she “tends to lean more

Meet Erin Hoover
I just finished reading Erin
Hoover’s Barnburner
(Elixir Press), winner of the
2017 Antivenom Award
and the 2018 Florida Book
Bronze Medal. As Kathryn
Nuernberger states in the
introduction, “Barnburner
is not your grandfather’s apple orchard. It is
the book of your mother calling across the
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neighborhood in a loud, clear voice…your
time’s up!” In “The Valkyrie” her
description of a would-be robber was fresh
yet recognizable: “…the worm of his
moustache, butter-colored arms starred with
moles…” Erin grew up in rural
Pennsylvania in the 1980s. The “selfdestructive thread of American culture” and
trying to resist it are represented in her book.
Erin was a communications director and a
grant writer. She moved around a bit for
work and schooling, but she has always
written poetry. She says she’s been writing
poetry for 30 years. Her influences and
mentors range from a high school teacher
who “got poetry into every corner of every
lesson she could” to Dorianne Laux and
Garrett Hongo while getting her masters at
the University of Oregon to Erin Belieu, her
doctoral mentor at Florida State University.
She says Hongo taught her “how to revise
without someone else telling her what to
do.” By requiring students to memorize
poems, Belieu taught her how the line
sounds and what it feels like to be inside the
poem. As a young adult, Hoover was
thinking of being a visual artist. On the other
hand, she loved telling stories through
journalism and media and saw writing
poetry as being a halfway point between
storytelling and conceptual art. She ended
up at Sarah Lawrence College in New York
because of their strong poetry courses.
When asked to describe herself as a poet,
she says she writes “socially engaged
narratives,” but hasn’t always. She is
influenced by what she is teaching. She
considers herself a curious person who
watches a lot of documentaries, news, and
podcasts. She thinks about ideas in
contradiction and tries to figure them out by
telling “one story refracted through
another.” She writes about social issues
worked through a personal lens. She writes
socially engaged narrative poetry primarily.
To that end, she writes about things that are

real. Thoughts come to her while doing
other things with her daughter and while
doing daily activities. She gets ideas on
trains, planes, and cars. She says there is a
“grittiness to her poetry.” In terms of her
process, Hoover says it is a challenge having
a blank page to write from, so she keeps
track of phrases, links to articles she wants
to read, and ideas in general on her phone.
She saves these up and when she has a block
of time in which to work, say three hours,
she works with it. For example, last summer
she attended the Writers’ Colony at Eureka
Springs where she gathered up lots of ideas
to write in the ten days there. She does a lot
of reading and storing of ideas. She writes in
bursts and revises a lot. Like most of us, she
writes down her ideas right away or they are
lost.
We talked about her position as a Murphy
Visiting Fellow at Hendrix. Part of the
position is teaching creative writing classes
such as poetry, creative nonfiction, and other
writing related classes while mentoring
Murphy Scholars. Hoover is in the second
year of a three-year appointment. She is one
of three fellows: the others are in theater and
foreign languages. Her position is funded by
the Hendrix-Murphy Foundation. To learn
more about it, visit
https://www.hendrixmurphy.org/o/hendrixmurphy-foundation
I asked her for some advice for young poets,
but I think it applies to all poets: Keep
writing; it will pay off. If you write poems,
you are a poet. If you find a poem you like,
find out more about that poet. Read poetry
in order to write it because you get a feel for
line breaks, meter, and rhythm by reading
what other poets have done. She offered
some reading recommendations:
Magdalene by Marie Howe; More Than
Organs by Kay Ulanday Barrett; American
Sonnets for My Past and Future Assassin by
Terrance Hayes; 13th Balloon by Mark
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Bibbins; Kontemporary Amerikan Poetry by
John Murillo.
The question she wishes more people would
ask her is: What is poetry good for? Her
response:
“Poetry is the place where I think through
existential questions. Poetry is the only thing
that has been big enough for my questions.
More poetry in one’s life is always going to
be a good thing even if you go from reading
no poems to reading one. Poetry is a force
for knowledge and good in the world.”
Thank you Erin Hoover for keeping poetry
alive in Arkansas.

forgotten until we heard the shrieks and
whistles.
I realize now that we never left them out
during the school days, so I wonder why we
were so careless on Saturdays. But life
doesn't give us all the answers. Needless to
say, once upon a time, once on a day when
we and Mom were going to Corpus Christi
to shop, our dad, who was sleeping late from
working at the rig near Falfurrias, heard the
birds chirping and remembered we'd been
taking them outside in the mornings to the
back porch.

Trying out the Prose Poem

With the best of intentions, he changed the
feed and water in all the little cups attached
to the cage wires and carefully took them
outside. Then he drove away, back to the rig
and the men who'd worked all night drilling
for oil and waiting for sunrise, so they could
go home for a few hours before dragging
themselves back to the rattle and groan of
the pipes pounding into the earth.

Thank you to those members who were willing to share
their attempts at prose poetry with us.

The Summer of Birds
Kate Lacy
Before we three were much older than
eleven, eight, and five, we had parakeets or
budgies as some people call them. Mine was
dark green with an almost blue breast. One
sister's bird was mostly yellow and the third
bird was nearly all blue. They chirped and
walked on our heads and whistled from one
bedroom to another. Around the house they
flew and went into the large cage about
supper time. We petted them and made sure
that sneaky, prowling, outdoor cat knew
nothing about parakeets in the house.
And of course, tragedy struck.

When we came home, we thought our birds
had been stolen. Many times neighborhood
friends had come by to see them and watch
them sit on our fingers to whistle and play.
But my sister, Molly, found them on the
porch.
The dark green was lost already and the two
lighter colored birds, even though Mom held
them gently in the cool water of the kitchen
sink, simply closed their eyes and slept into
their last heartbeat.

South Texas is hot in the summer. There's
no way that a large bird cage can provide
shade all day. In the morning, the sun comes
up from the east --- our back porch was cool
and dim. But by noon, old Sol was spying
where to make mischief and a cage of many
colors was too tempting to pass over. No
matter how careful we promised to be, no
matter how often we checked on the
movement of the sun rays scooching over
onto the back porch, that bird cage was often

What a lesson to learn, so early in life. It
was then that I realized how frail creatures
are. Even the huge moose we saw along the
roads in Yellowstone began as frail infants.
And surely we have all realized that a baby
is likely to roll off the couch onto the floor
in anybody's home. My mother-in-law
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nearly scared my first son into a fit, when
off he rolled as I tried to wrap him in an old
cloth diaper.
She screamed in panic and he did too! But
I'd caught him with my ankle as he slid
down and rolled onto his tummy. Not a
bruise or bump.

Down the Rabbit Hole into the Sea of
Crazy
Barbara Weatherby
I’m sailing in a sea of crazy, where up is
down,
down is up, and the moon is made of green
cheese.
I’m a captive sailor on a sinking ship
steered
by a captain with no sense of direction.

Now that he's 54 and his only child is
looking at colleges clear across the
continent, maybe it's time to send a
reference to this 'little rolling bump of boy'
to remind him that we all make mistakes
and those who are forever coddled and
wrapped in blankets too often will not
survive. She's not a budgie; she's a smart and
ambitious girl.

Where the word rational doesn’t exist
because
an individual’s truth becomes the only belief
and delusions are replayed like golden
oldies,
but your name is no longer remembered.
Where suspicions are held close to the heart
like poker cards in a high stakes game, while
simple tasks are beyond his understanding
causing only bewildered confusion.

I'm glad, though, that I don't have to be the
parent watching her fly away across the
continent.

I am bonded by oaths I could never
abandon
and willingly tethered to unyielding purpose.
A quartermaster steadfastly sailing in a
bizarre
confusing fog of oddities…for he is still my
captain.

Absorption of Tree Music
Gail Denham
I Hobnob* with my pines. My soul
feasts on their joyful sway – in contrast
to ever-lasting chatter-squeak of small,
brown tree squirrel, stealing seeds meant
for chickadees and nuthatches.

Reading Recommendations from

Phone calls intrude, squirrel scolds from
his tree branch over the deck, salesmen
knock, someone needs a lift home,
impending dinner preparation;
all interruptions to my absorption
of the charmed wind songs, the tree music
that brightens my world.

PRA Member, Bruce Hoffsommer
African American Poets
Inspired by Amanda Gorman's poem at the
recent inauguration, we owe it to ourselves
to explore the works of America's black
poets. They have not only provided
entertainment but inspiration for all who
love poetry. James Weldon Johnson's
"God's Trombones", Maya Angelou's "I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings",
Langston Hughes' "Harlem", and countless
others are part of the treasured poetry of our
nation and the world.

“Hobnob” - Shakespeare coined
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Keeping Poetry Alive—Revision

From the Editor

Strategies

In this month’s issue, you will find many
book recommendations for poets you may
never have heard of. As previously
mentioned, I have been taking online
courses from Ellen Bass. One of my favorite
parts of each two-hour lesson is the time
given to a visiting poet. This exposure to
poets unknown to me has expanded my
poetry perspective and inspired me to try out
new craft moves. Some of the “new” poets
are Toi Derricotte, Rick Barot, Linda
Gregerson, Nicole Sealey, and Patricia
Smith. I also receive poems daily by email
from Knopf, Rattle, Poetry Daily, Poem-aDay, and The Writer’s Almanac. Those
poems provide a wide range of styles and
subjects. There is no shortage of thoughtprovoking poetry out there. The only
problem is finding the time to read it all in
addition to writing your own poetry--at least
that is a problem for me. I encourage you to
try a new poet or subscribe to a poem a day
sort of service. If you do, I’d love to hear
your reaction. Email recommendations
and/or revelations to me at
jkmoultons@yahoo.com.

Here is some advice from Hendrix-Murphy
Visiting Fellow, Erin Hoover.
*Revision should be an act of discovery.
*Write a draft.
*Look at a poem overall.
*Think about how themes, images, and
symbols are in relation to one another.
*Read it in a Freudian way.
*Is something pointing toward a particular
theme or idea?
*If so, bring in other craft elements to
clarify the idea.

Next Issue Theme:

Summer Inspiration
What got you writing this summer? Was it a
picnic by the lake? A fishing trip? A hike? A
flower? Maybe it came from a family event?
You finally got to take a trip away from the
house. You finally got to hug your
grandchild. Whatever it was that inspired
you to take pencil in hand this summer,
please share it with us. If you are willing,
share the poem it inspired. Send me your
responses at jkmoultons@yahoo.com in July
so we are sure to include them in the August
issue.

Stay safe.
Keep poetry alive.

Form to Try Out—Free Choice

Karen Moulton
Editor

Do you have a form you’ve been working
with? Sonnet? Triolet? Villanelle? Haiku?
Whatever it is, if you feel like sharing with
us, please send us a brief statement about
why you selected that form and what you
see as its challenges and why it is worth it to
you to keep trying. Share your attempts with
us if you don’t plan to publish them
anywhere else.
jkmoultons@yahoo.com
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